Abstract-We motivate and study the synthesis of Petri nets. Petri net synthesis can avoid the state exploration problem by guaranteeing the correctness in the Petri net while incrementally expanding the net. For systems specified in Petri nets, this paper proposes a synthesis method. One major advantage of this synthesis technique is that the resultant ordinary Petri net is guaranteed to be structural live. If free choice (FC) (asymmetric choice (AC)) nets are structural live, with some additional constrains, their synthesis net is FC (AC) net and is structural live. Such results release the designer's burden for having to provide different methods for individual properties.
I. INTRODUCTION
Petri nets are well known for their graphical and analytical capabilities in specification and verification, especially for concurrent systems. Many properties can be analytically defined and many techniques are available for development and verification. In particular, the approach based on property-preserving transformations will be described in more detail in this paper.
Usually, a design may be subject to many transformations, such as synthesis, refinement, reduction, etc. A transformation may be used for system generation or system verification. For the former, a transformation creates a needed and 'permanent' modification on a design. For the latter, a transformation is purely temporary so that verification may proceed more easily under the transformed specification. Naturally, for both purposes, it is important that a transformation should not destroy or create those properties under investigation.
In the literature, there exist three popular transformations, namely synthesis, refinement, and reduction. As for synthesis method, Agerwala et al. [1] presented a synthesis rule for concurrent systems and proved the preservation of P-invariants under the 1-way merge. An effective solution to the net synthesis problem for path-automatic specifications is presented in [2] . A set of module nets was presented in [3] . The module net composed of some kinds of small nets which got synchrony by sharing transitions. A kind of ST-net was defined in [4] , under some conditions, these ST-nets can be used to model some systems. Franceschinis [5] presented the application of a compositional modeling methodology to the re-engineering of stochastic Well Formed Net (SWN) models of a contact center, the advantages are that this approach, based on the definition of classes and instances of submodels, can provide to the application of SWN to complex case studies. A module synthesis method of EN-system was presented in [6] . An F-robust net and a non-disturbing net were merged into a net [7] , and the liveness is preserved. A Petri net based approach was presented in [8] to solve the digital system's high-level synthesis problem. The refinement and abstract representation method of Petri net is proposed [9] , which is the key method to ensure the synthesis net preserving the well-behaved properties. Xia [10] investigated property preservations of a kind of synthesis Petri net. With some additional constrains, liveness and boundedness are preserved after merging some sets of subnets.
As for the second transformation (i.e., refinement), Brauser [11] classified refinement techniques into two categories according to what kind of properties they preserve. The first category preserves behavioral properties, whereas the second category preserves semantic equivalence. Most of the refinement techniques reported in the literature (including [12, 13] ) belong to the first category. Suzuki [12] introduced a refinement method for expanding a Petri net to the desired level of detail. Variations on refinement were studied in [11] [12] [13] . Völzer [14] studied the robustness of fairness notions under refinement of transitions and places in Petri nets. Xia [15] proposed a kind of pp-type refinement and a kind of tt-type refinement, and proved that these two kinds of refinements preserve some dynamic properties, such as boundedness, liveness and reversibility. In [16, 17] , Xia proved that tt-type refinement and pp-type refinement preserve some structural properties.
Research in reduction methods began with simple pattern modifications on Petri nets [12, 18] . Desel [18] showed that a live and safe FC (free choice) net without frozen tokens can be reduced either to a live and safe marked graph or to a live and safe state machine. A wellknown result is the preservation of well-formedness and Commoner's property under the merge of places within a free choice net or an asymmetric-choice net [19] . In order to improve the PRES+ net verification efficiency, Xia [20] proposed a set of reduction rules, these reduction rules preserve total-equivalence.
This paper investigates one type of transformations and its property-preserving approach for verification. A kind of sharing Single-Link subnet synthesis method is proposed. Conditions of structural liveness preservation of ordinary Petri synthesis net are proposed. If FC (AC) nets are structural liveness, under some conditions, their synthesis net is FC (AC) net and is structural live.
The remainder of this paper is organized as below. Section Ⅱ presents basic definitions. Section Ⅲ investigates structural liveness preservation of the ordinary synthesis net. Sufficient conditions of synthesis FC (AC) net is FC (AC) net are presented in Section Ⅳ. Section Ⅴ studies property preservation of the synthesis FC (AC) net. Section Ⅵ gives an application example. Section Ⅶ concludes this paper.
II. BASIC DEFINITIONS
In this section we will quickly review key definitions. A more general discussion on Petri nets can be found in [21, 22] .
N is said to be a subnet of N .
Here, we present a kind of T-type subnet (Fig.1 
N is said to be a T-type subnet of N .
is said to be a Single-Link road.
There are 4 kinds of Single-Link roads. Single-Link road Ⅰ:
Single-Link road Ⅲ:
Single-Link road Ⅳ:
Definition 2.7 If transitions of a Single-Link road are replaced by T-type subnets, we get a Single-Link subnet.
Note that, let T-type subnet replace k t of Single-Link roads Ⅰ, Ⅱ, Ⅲ and Ⅳ, and we get Single-Link subnet Ⅰ, Ⅱ, Ⅲ and Ⅳ, respectively. Single-Link subnetⅠ: 
Fig.1 An example of T-type subnet
, every node of the subnet dose not connect nodes outside the subnet, then the resource of 0 P can be hold after 1 t fires, that is, in ∑ , 2 t can be enabled after 1 t fires. Then in ∑,
Suppose that ∑ is not live, then
, and if 
By the characteristic of Single-Link subnet 
is live. The rest of the proof is similar to that of Theorem 3.2.
Ⅳ. PROPERTY PRESERVATION OF SYNTHESIS FC (AC)
NET FC (AC) net is important subclass of Petri net. In this section, some conditions of property preservation of synthesis FC (AC) net are proposed. This is important to property analysis of complex nets. 
Then N is a FC net.
Theorem 4.2 Suppose that 1
N and 2 N are AC nets, N is the synthesis net of 1 N and 2 N which shared
Single-Link subnetⅠ 0
, where 1 t is the first node of 0
The proof is similar to that of Theorem 4.1. 
Proof. By condition (1) and Definition 2.6, according 
then N is a structural live FC net. 
Ⅵ. APPLICATIONS
In reality, when several subsystems use same resources, such as robots and tools et al. and transitions of the same subnet have the same enabled time or conditions, these subsystems can be synthesized by sharing the same subnets. The structural liveness preservation guarantee the well-balanced run of the synthesis net system.
In this section we will use the synthesis method to model the system that enterprise_1 and enterprise_2 rent a same plant to produce some product. Preparing raw and processed materials, enterprise_1 and enterprise_2 rent a plant to produce some product. Finished products are transferred to enterprise_1 and enterprise_2, respectively.
The model of 1
